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Answer selection (AS) is an important subtask of question answering(QA) that aims to choose the most suitable answer from a list of candidate answers. Existing AS models 
usually explored the single-scale sentence matching, whereas a sentence might contain semantic information at different scales, e.g.Word-level, Phrase-level, or the whole 
sentence. In addition, these models typically use fixed-size feature vectors to represent questions and answers, which may cause information loss when questions or answers 
are too long. To address these issues, we propose an Encoder-Decoder Network with Cross-Match Mechanism (EDCMN) where questions and answers that represented by 
feature vectors with fixed-size and dynamic-size are applied for multiple-perspective matching. In this model, Encoder layer is based on the “Siamese” network and Decoder 
ayer is based on the “matching-aggregation” network. We evaluate our model on two tasks: Answer Selection and Textual Entailment. Experimental results show the 
effectiveness of our model, which achieves the state-of-the-art performance on WikiQA dataset 

Abstract

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an Encoder-Decoder Network with Cross-Match 
Mechanism,where the encoder layer is based on the “Siamese” network and 
decoder layer is based on the “matching-aggregation” network. The Cross-Match 
Mechanism which is the core innovation captures information of sentences at 
different scales including Sentence-level, Phrase-level, and Word-level. In addition, 
it explores sentence matching both on vectors with dynamic-size and fixed-size and 
it is more suitable for identifying complex relations between questions and the 
answers. In the experiments, we show that proposed model achieves state-of-the-
art performance on the WikiQA dataset. In future work, we will incorporate 
external knowledge bases into our model to improve its performance. 
Furthermore, unlabeled data is much easier to obtain than labeled data. We

will explore unsupervised methods for answer selection.
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What is cross-matching mechanism ？

the cross-matching mechanism is mainly composed of an 

encoder layer and a decoder layer. The encoder layer 

obtains sentence representations at Word-level, Phrase-

level and Sentence-level by LSTM, CNN and Self-

attention components respectively. The decoder layer 

first applies Match functions to get six interaction 

representations about QA pairs, and then merge them to 

the final vector with the Compress function

Why cross-matching mechanism works ？

The biggest benefit of the Cross-Match Mechanism is 

that it realizes short-circuit connection through 

concatenate feature, which makes some of the features 

extracted from earlier layers may still be used directly 

by deeper layers, meanwhile, it can match vectors in 

multiple ways

Experimental Results and Ablation Analysis 
In the Encoder layer, we remove Word-level feature, The 

MAP drops by 1.5% and MRR drop by 1.9%. It shows 

that Word-level information is a useful supplement to 

the model.  we get rid of the Conv1D segment and find 

that the influence is huge, the MAP and MRR drop by 

3.1% and 4.1% respectively which confirms the effect-

tiveness of Phrase-level feature. 

In the Decoder layer, We can observe that Mat feature 

reduction had caused the most enormous influence (6%) 

in these match methods, indicating matching feature 

vectors with dynamic-size successfully acquires many 

rich characteristics of sentences
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